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1INSTALLATION

STEp 1: Install fixtures per individual fixture instructions.

STEp 2: Install category cable to and between fixtures as a daisy-
chain. 

 ■ For DMX fixtures, Williams provides a factory installed 
harness with (2) RJ45 jacks for quick connects and daisy-
chaining of the fixtures.

STEp 3: Terminate category cable per ESTA DMX512 standard 
pinout. Williams tunable color luminaires utilize only Pair 1.

 ■ RJ45 active pins
 ☐ DMX+ à orange/white (pin 1)
 ☐ DMX- à orange (pin 2)
 ☐ Shield à brown/white, brown (pins 7,8)

STEp 4: Install an End of Line (EOL) 120ohm resistor in the last 
fixture’s unused RJ45 port.

2COMMISSIONING WILLIAMS TUNABLE COLOR FIXTURES

To begin commissioning, control MUST be turned off or disconnected 
from the 1st fixture BEFORE energizing light fixtures. Commissioning of 
Williams Tunable Color fixtures requires use of the Lumenetix araya5 

commissioning app, available for iOS devices. For details in using the 
app, see “Lumenetix-araya Commissioning App Manual” found at 
 www.erp-power.com/design-resources/technical-documentation

3CHECKING LUMINAIRE DETAILS

STEp 1: Press the Scan button to discover luminaires with Lumenetix 
ALM modules. Only eight (8) luminaires will populate in the 
list. If there are more than eight (8) luminaires are in a space, 
it is recommended to uniquely name the luminaires in the 
list. 

A. If eight (8) or less luminaires are in list, proceed to Step 
3 “Reviewing the Luminaire”. Optional: proceed to Step 
2 “Naming the Luminaire.”

B. If more than (8) luminaires are in a space, go through the 
review process in Step 4 and once completed, move to a 
location in the room where remaining luminaires are and 
press the Scan button again. A new list will populate. 
For those luminaires that are already uniquely named, 
ignore. For luminaires that are not uniquely named, 
name and go through review process in Step 4.

STEp 2: NAMING THE LUMINAIRE: Highlight the first luminaire in 
the list. The luminaire details will appear on the right side of 
the Main screen. Activate the cursor in the name field and 
start typing a unique name. Press ON/OFF test button next 
to the Name field to turn the lights “ON”, then turn “OFF”. 
Repeat to name remaining luminaires. Document the unique 
luminaire names on the lighting plans.

STEp 3: REVIEWING THE LUMINAIRE: Highlight a luminaire in the 
list. The luminaire details will appear on the right side of the 
Main screen. Review the DMX numbers.

 ■ Factory DMX channel settings (At this setting, all 
luminaires will be controlled together and cycle through 
the scenes in sequence):

 ☐ DIM = 1
 ☐ CCT = 2
 ☐ SAT = 3
 ☐ HUE = 4

 ■ If a scene is meant to “chase” across multiple luminaires, 
change the DMX channels of luminaires as follow: 
A. Identify the first luminaire in the scanned list and 

press to verify DMX channels are set to factory 
settings:

 ☐ DIM = 1
 ☐ CCT = 2
 ☐ SAT = 3
 ☐ HUE = 4 

B. Press the next luminaire in the series and change 
DMX channels to:

 ☐ DIM = 5
 ☐ CCT = 6
 ☐ SAT = 7
 ☐ HUE = 8

C. Press DONE

D. Repeat steps for all remaining luminaires in the series.  
Be sure to document DMX channels on each luminaire 
in the construction plans.

STEp 4: TESTING THE LUMINAIRE: Press and hold the lightbulb icon 
to turn the light off then on. 

STEp 5: After reviewing all Luminaires and verifying DMX channels 
are accurate, close Lumenetix araya5 app. It is no longer 
needed to finish commissioning of the system
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4COMMISSIONING WALL STATIONS

NOTE:  Be sure wall station is connected to luminaires. If previously 
unplugged, reconnect or power on the Nicolaudie wall station.

WS-GA2

NOTE:  

A. Press CHANGE MODE button to activate 
Scenes. Press NEXT and PREVIOUS 
buttons to cycle through preset scenes. 

B. Press CHANGE MODE button to activate 
dimming. Press NEXT and PREVIOUS 
button to raise and lower light intensity. 

C. Upon completion, leave CHANGE MODE 
in either scene position or dim position as 
directed by owner’s representative. 

ON/OFF: 
Easy touch

SCENE INDICATOR: 
Tells what scene
number is active

NEXT: 
Switch forward 
to next scene

PREVIOUS: 
Switch back to 
previous scene

MODE SELECTOR: 
Switch between

color, scene, 
and dimmer

MODE INDICATOR
(top to bottom):
Color
Scene
Dimmer

WS-KE2

A. Press PAGES/ZONES buttons to select A. 
Press each SCENE BUTTON to test preset 
scenes.

B. Press MODE INDICATOR to select dim 
mode. Press DIMMER/SPEED CONTROL to 
raise and lower light intensity. Test more 
than one scene to ensure properly working.

C. Press MODE INDICATOR to select SPEED 
MODE. Press DIMMER/SPEED CONTROL to 
increase and decrease speed (cadence) of 
preset scene. Test more than one scene to 
ensure properly working. 

D. Upon completion, return MODE INDICATOR 
to either dim position or speed position as 
directed by owner’s representative.

ON/OFF: 
Easy touch

LED Indicator

Scene Buttons

Pages/Zones Mode Indicator

Dimmer/Speed
Control
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